GROUND WIRE TO STORAGE RACK
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

1 Rack should be properly grounded to prevent STATIC CHARGING.

2 Use ground wire provided in Storage rack assembly kit.

3 Ground Wire has TWO connectors, one on each end. One end [1] has a Round Eyelet to use with a screw to attach it. The other end [2] is Rack Clip used to secure wire to the rack.

4 Using the Rack Clip end, scratch the metal surface with the sharp edge of the clip to remove the paint from the surface of the rack. Clip the end on the rack at the scratched bare metal surface.

5 Attach the other end, the eyelet with a screw to a properly grounded surface.

1 EYELET END FOR GROUND SCREW.

2 RACK CLIP END FOR RACK ASSEMBLY.

If any questions on assembly, please call Quantum Storage Systems at 1-800-685-4665